The symmetry conditions of nonlinear spinor theory of elementary particles, i.e. the definitions of quantum numbers, are given for the nonlinear spinor field functionals.
Fundamentals
First we discuss the basic group theoretical assumptions of nonlinear spinor theory as far as they are concerned with the Poincare-group. For the other dynamical assumptions we refer to the literature 5, 6 . a) In ordinary quantum theory with canonical quantization it is proven that the form invariance of the dynamical equations against certain transformation groups causes the corresponding Hilbert space to be a representation space of these groups. For noncanonical quantized theories this cannot be proven in general but has to be postulated. The Poincare-group is a symmetry group in nonlinear spinor theory, therefore we postulate a Hilbert-space of physical states being a representation space of this group, e. g. we assume for any inhomogenous Lorentz transformation c) For the definition of quantum numbers one choses a complete set of commuting operators, which can be simultaneously diagonalized. It is convenient to choose the set {P 2 , W, Pß, Ts}. (Mass m, total spin s, linear momentum p, spin direction S3).
Taking for | a) an eigenstate of these operators, we get: where the transformed function %' is defined with respect to |a>' of (1.2).
Symmetry Conditions in Configuration Space
According to d) we have to formulate the symmetry-conditions (1.6a-d) for the projections (1.7). Chosing j a) as an element of the canonical basis as in c), the following relations hold: n
with Pn(x), Mea(x) acting in ordinary spinor space. Applying the same considerations to T3 yields (2.1 d).
Symmetry Conditions in Functional Space
If It is convenient and for a thorough investigation necessary to describe the set of functions (1.11) by functionals. They are defined by Additionally we require:
The transformation properties of the sources are assumed to be 9 V-ijz(x') V = L^jß(Ä-Hx' -a)), 7-i j*(x') V = L-^ßjß(A~Hx' -a)) . where m is the eigenvalue of P 2 it can be shown easily that the symmetry conditions (2.7) to (2.10) go over into the conditions ^ 12(?)> = Vk IK;» , W |I(7)> = ™ 2 IZ(j)y , (3.10), (3.11)
12), (3.13) (3.10) to (3.13) are the general symmetry conditions in functional space. For any calculational process of functional eigenstates in nonlinear spinor theory these symmetry conditions have to be satisfied in order to define a complete set of quantum numbers. For practical calculations however the conditions (3.10) to (3.13) can be simplified considerably if one uses the rest frame of the entire system. To evaluate this in detail we observe the relations (1.4) to be valid in any representation of the Lorentz group. _ y this it can be easily proven, using (2.5) and the corresponding relation for Mki together with (3.6), that Now the symmetry conditions (3.16), (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) are very simple ones. They have been reduced to a nonrelativistic problem, which can be solved by standard methods.
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Appendix I
In this appendix we discuss the possibility to assume a transformation property like (1.9) for classical spinor functions. This question is not trivial in so far, as classical spinor functions are known only for free fields, whereas no classical solution for any nonlinear equation has been found. To proceed we assume a classical spinor function /a (x) which transforms according to f'jx') = L-^(A)f0(Ax + a).
( 1.1) To show the selfconsistence of (1.1) we perform a Fourier-Transformation /«(s)= Je-<P*/ a (p)dp.
(
1.2)
This integral over the total Lorentzspace can be lorentzinvariant decomposed in to /«(*)= \e-i P x U(p)dp+ \e~iP*U(p)dp (1.3)
Lz LR
where Lz allows only p-vectors with -p 2 + PO = ra 2 ^ 0, whereas LR allows only space like vectors p with -p 2 -f po 2 = -m 2 < 0. Then the integrals in (1.3) can be decomposed further to give oo oo JV<P*/a (p) dp = | dm [dp exp {T ip r ± ipot}fa(p, m) {m2™p2)l/2 , (1.4) ^,0000 _ and f e~P x /a (p) dp = j* dm J dp0 J"dÜ exp{T i p r ± i p01) /«(p, p0) (1.5)
Now a thorough study of the Dirac equation shows, that it can be solved equally well for imaginary masses and allows a set of fundamental solutions for different spin. The only difference to the case of real mass is the different transformation property of the scalar product which is not invariant against time reflections. Ignoring for the moment this draw r back, which possibly could have a deeper meaning for the interaction, we are able to evaluate (1.4), (1.5) by means of eigensolutions of the Dirac equation.
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je-ipx f%(p) dp = \dm Jexp{i pr -ipot} 2 MP, m ) wa r (P, m) dp Jdm fexp{-i p r + ipot} ]> dr(p, m) va r (P, rn) dp (1.6) 0 -R 3 " n = 1
and ^ 00 00 2 jV*P*/a(p)dp = Jdm fdpo JdQexp{ipr -2 MP, Po) u r a(p,p0) 
